The play of light through glass can
bring unexpected thrills. Glass is a
wonderful medium: not only is it useful
in the tradition of the fine arts, as a
vehicle for a message, but it also
allows considerable opportunity to
experiment with the qualities inherent
in the material. Despite needing
dedicated technical skills, it is so
responsive when mastered .
We have recently seen two exhibitions
at the Art Gallery of Western
Australia where a number of
i nternationally -exh i biting Australian
glass artists were represented, enabling
other Australians to see their work in
an international context . Local viewers
were given a rare chance to see how
far the studio glass movement has
come in the twenty years that it has
been established in Australia . Some of
the Australian exhibitors also teach
overseas, an indication of the regard in
which the Australian practitioners are
held .

Glass is a medium that has gained
many exponents and a high profile in a
number of countries in the last ten
years. The more esoteric techniques,
such as laser-cutting, casting, pate-deverre and mosaic glass, have added to
the earlier options of blowing hot glass,
cold -working glass, slumping,
moulding, lampworking or engraving.
Few of the artists selected for exhibition
by curator Robert Bell are glass
blowers . The majority work with the
more economical kiln-formed
techniques . This trend has been one of
the most significant developments in
recent studio glass . It has allowed more
individuals to set up with kilns
producing work in batches instead of
continually manning the costly glass
furnaces . An indication of the effect in
Australia is given by the membership of
the Australian Glass Artists Society
(Ausglass) which was founded by
Warren Langley in 1978 with fortyseven members. Today it has more
than two hundred .

Hot glass was introduced to Australia
as an artistic medium in 1971 when
Stephen Skillitzi built his furnace in
Wooloomooloo, Sydney. There has
been no continuous tradition, for
although commercial glass factories
had existed in Australia, by the 1960s
most had closed their doors . An
influential hot-glass workshop opened
in the Jam Factory, Adelaide, in 197 4
and the movement gained momentum
and Australia Council support .
Glass also became part of the
institutional network in the 1970s with
the introduction of tertiary courses.
Klaus Zimmer headed flat glass at
Caulfield in 1973 (hot glass was
introduced in 1981), Skillitzi was at the
South Australian College of Advanced
Education from 1976, Maureen
Cahill began kiln-formed work at
Sydney College of the Arts in 1977,
and Klaus Moie, mosaic glass at
Canberra School of Art in 1982-3. The
College of Art, Brisbane, has also
taught glass from the late 1980s.

Graduates of Canberra were well
represented in these exhibitions.
Glass has moved from being mostly
architectural and functional to being
art. By the early 1980s, a programme
of national exhibitions was under way
and by the mid-1980s, work was
accomplished enough for exhibitions to
be sent overseas. Today it is a thriving
discipline with many Australians taking
pride in being able to purchase local
work of outstanding quality . Although
Bell did not include Australians in an
earlier exhibition-International
Directionsin Glass Art, 1982-by
1992 their place could not be denied.
Some of the more outstanding work
comes from locally trained Brian

Hirst, Rob Knottenbelt, Judith
Bohm-Parr and Judi Elliott. All are
tertiary trained-many
disciplines as well.

in other

Brian Hirst is a conceptual glass
artist who studied visual arts at
Gippsland Institute of Advanced

Education, during which time he was
introduced to studio glass by Nick
Mount. His Budgeree Glass
workshops are credited as being the
first full-time hot glass studio in
Australia . Since then he has moved on,
gained an international reputation and
is represented in major collections
world wide. Hirst set up a glass studio
in Annandale, NSW, in 1987.
Hirst, who has studied the history of
glass, draws from this in his work, so
that the past and the present interact to
form some new entity. His fascination
with the development of civilizations
has seen him take as a reference point
the Cycladic art of prehistoric Greece.
The compellingly simple figurines have
inspired a whole series of work.
Although Hirst's blown and cast objects
do not borrow literally from the past,
they include symbolic references and
exude an aura of antiquity and
timelessness. His Ob;ect and Image
Series (bowl and panel) demonstrates
this. Rich burnished gold rims a tripod-

footed bowl ; engraving cuts back the
lustre to create darker patterns while
the matt of the depressions created by
the casting process gather and hold
light. The lovely three-dimensional form
is complemented by its larger-than-life
two-dimensional image displayed as a
three-layered wall panel. This is one of
those objects which will be a joy
forever .
Also conceptual and wall mounted is

Warren Langley's Guilhaubertde

Castre and the Martyrs, an ambiguous
three-part composition of attenuated
figures which repays closer inspection .
A modern 'relic', it suggests
medievality and symbolic meaning,
and Langley intends the viewer to
engage the work by attempting to
puzzle out its meanings. The three
scabbard forms hint at a lost
mythology; the central 'figure' of
delicate aqua-coloured glass cast with
impressed lettering has a symbolic
'head/handle' bound with red glass
which is flanked by black glass forms-

Opposite .page, Judith Bohm-Parr:
Soul Searching, 1992, pate-de-verre
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collection Art Gallery of WA
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Vicki Torr: Untitled, 1991,
glass, kiln-formed and
fused (photo Vicki Torr)

one encrusted with Greek crosses and
embellished with a studded panel of
opaque-blue glass, the other cast in a
rough texture enlivened with a
corrugated opaque aquamarine panel.
Whether the said Guilhaubert and his
companions are legendary or fictional
is left open. Castre is a town near
Toulouse in France which has a
Benedictine Abbey and may well have
a saint of that name associated with it.
Langley also made a standing
sculptural group Waiting for
Guilhaubert in 1990.
Langley works within the formal
language of sculpture . A graduate from
the University of NSW, he was an
early pioneer in Australian glass,
making numerous overseas trips since
1972 to study and teach. He regularly
visits and lectures in Japan, France and
the -USA He has worked out of his
studio in Manly, Sydney, since 1978
and recently established another in
France. Well-known for his largescale,
site-specific architectural works, as well
as smaller sculptural objects, he has

developed a number of unique kilnglass processes for which he is widely
respected.
The political art of Gerry King also
requires active participation from the
viewer who must unravel the clues
embedded in it. King is a senior
lecturer in glass at the University of
South Australia, and his glass
sculptures-smallscale assemblagescomment on social and political issues
and injustices. The cicatrix series on
which he has been working for some
years, deals with cultural
colonisation-'the
abuse of a cultural
group while making icons of their
images' . The title connotes scarring
and works on two levels: in this case,
not only the cultural scarring of the
aboriginal people by two hundred
years of white contact, but also the
initiation scars, a metaphor for the
entry of aboriginal art into the world
art scene. Cicatrix Shield 9 plays on
connotations of 'the museum' and
points the finger at self-righteousness
and hypocrisy.

Rob Knottenbelt also works in
sculptural mode . Born in Holland and
graduated from Auckland (English and
Philosophy), he migrated to Australia in
1972. Knottenbelt trained under Sam
Herman at the Jam Factory, then
worked in various artists' co-operatives .
He established his own glass studio in
1984 . Knottenbelt makes a classic
studio line which is used to subsidize
his real interest-social comment,
sculptural and architectural pieces-for
which he is well known.
His recent hi-tech works of assembled,
architectural elements evoke memories
of crystalline forms and ice. I Sing of
Timetideand Dervishare examples of
sculptures made from plate glass
carved by high speed laser-jets
lubricated by water to a CADCAM
computer program . The delicate frosted
aquamarine of the glass provides a
visual contrast to the sharpness of the
geometric patterns-triangles,
hexagons, arrowforms and circles.
Curves are further juxtaposed against
angles creating a tension which gives

strength to the pieces. Close inspection
of the 'cog-ends' of his snowflake-like
sculpture Dervishreveals subtle and
satisfying gradations of colour.
As to the underlying messages, the tentlike form of / Sing of Timetide is
enlivened with a honeycomb pattern
which provides a visual counterpoint to
the circular eave-projections. In
Dervish,there are connotations of
endless whirling, while the jagged
edges suggest the dangers of such
activity . But in the absence of further
explanations from the artist we can
only admire the formal qualities and
hanker for the meaning.
Work which can be admired solely for
its formal qualities is that of Judith
Bohm-Parr who currently lives in
Queensland where she lectures in
glass. Bohm-Parr worked in stained
glass in Darwin before graduating from
the Canberra School of Art in 1990.
This school has nurtured a number of
rising stars and Bohm-Parr's success
has been rapid . While still a student, in

1988, she acted as assistant for the
International Master Glass Symposium
in Canberra . She has since exhibited in
seven exhibitions in Germany and
America, an indication of the usefulness
of contact within the international glass
network and the readiness with which
Australians are accepted within it.

Soul Searching is the enigmatic title for
a surprisingly large, mouth-watering
confection in pate-de-verre, that so
fragile looking and reputedly difficult
glass technique which has once again
become popular. Crushed crystal is
laid into a wet refractory mould which
is dried, slowly fired and annealed.
Bohm-Parr's translucent, spreading
bowl glows with an ethereal quality. It
appears as if spun from fairyfloss,
being delicately coloured in shades
from white through the creamy pink of
water-ice to the strong tones of
magenta which accent the rim and a
tiny stemmed foot. Miniature pieces
which were made for the gallery shop
during the exhibition were extremely
popular .

Tony Hanning is another graduate
of Gippsland Institute of Advanced
Education (now Churchill)-in 1971,
although he did not embark on glass
until 1981 . He is particularly interested
in glass's ability to carry light and
works with cameo glass for the effects
obtained by cutting back one colour to
reveal another . His conical mauvecased blue-glass vase depicts a surreal
city-scape.

Klaus Moie trained in glass schools
and the family workshops in Germany
before being brought to Australia in
1982 to head the glass workshops in
Canberra . Moje exhibits widely, has
taught in many countries and has won
many awards. His 3-7992 No. 72 is
a neon-coloured mosaic glass platter
carefully planned and executed.
Gerhard Emmrichs is another
German now resident in Australia who
exhibited darkly brooding, slumped,
painted and stained glass dishes titled
In a LuckyCountry and Meerestille. He
trained in Germany and graduated

Meza Riisdiik: Yarranga Series
Plaffer, 1991, plate glass, cast
glass and stainless steel cable
(photo Meza Riisdiik)

from Chisholm
Institute of
Technology and
has also exhibited
in Japan, China ,
Europe and
England.

Mesa Riisdiik

In these
exhibitions, an
arbitrary division
is made between
those perceived as
working as artists
and those working
as craftspeopledesigners
'exploring the
relationship
between craft and
design' (according
to the gallery wall
panel), with the
former invited to
exhibit in the
exhibition entitled

International
Directionsin Glass
and the latter in
the exhibition
entitled

Australia-New
Design Visions.
(Both exhibitions
were part of Design Visions, the
Second Craft Triennial held in Perth last
year .) In reality, the distinction is not
that clear. Whilst Moje's and BohmParr's work appeared in International
Glass, others working in similar mode
were concentrated in the AustraliaNew Design Visions section.
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Most prominent of these latter is Judi
Elliott whose recent work has
explored large platters as forms for her
vibrantly-coloured geometric
compositions. Originally she worked as
a potter, being accepted to exhibit in
the prestigious Faenza competition in
Italy. She graduated from the newly
opened Canberra glass workshop in
1985 and studied at Pilchuck in the
USA Her work, with Brian Hirst's, was
sold at the Seville World Fair and is
already widely available in galleries
around Australia.

Elliott's enormous platters, inspired by
old architecture, have a certain
grandeur of presence. Although her
designs are geometric, an asymmetry
in the placement of colours is used to
create a joyous spontaneity . Kilnforming, fusing and slumping are
techniques she uses to create stunning
glass patchwork. The bright harlequin
colours of Nidus Messages and
Qualities 3 is subtlely muted with a
frosted surface created by sand
blasting. This contrasts with the deeper
toned blue and turquoise Nidus
Messages and Qualities 1 which has
the more usual 'glassy' surface. While
the brighter pieces have an immediate
impact, contemplation of Elliott's
quieter pieces is rewarding-they
give
continuing pleasure as you discover the
intrigue of a magenta or moss-green
triangle below the surface.

trained in
physiotherapy in
Holland before
coming to
Australia in
1982. She too
studied at
Canberra and at
Pilchuck in the
USA and later
taught at
Canberra. Since
1988 she has
worked out of
Annandale in
Sydney with
Brian Hirst and
works in
architectural
glass as well as
freestanding
objects and
functional pieces.
Her Yarranga
Series platter
contrasts the
perfection of
thick curved
plate glass
against the subtle
imperfections
and cloudiness ·
of lost-wax cast
glass rods used as feet. The whole is
caught together by shiny stainless-steel
cable tensioned by turnbuckles which
gives a somewhat nautical air.

Helen Aitken-Kuhnen, better
known as a jeweller who makes
exquisite enamelled pieces, came to
glass when she moved to Canberra
with her husband Johannes. AitkenKuhnen trained in metalsmithing at
RMIT before going overseas to
Dusseldorf in Germany where she met
and married her German silversmith
husband. When Johannes took up a
position at Canberra School of Art,
Helen enrolled in glass to expand to a
larger scale . She uses her knowledge
of enamelled glass in the larger work.
Consistent with her training as a
jeweller, she works in series, using one
piece as a starting point for the next.
Her accent lights of kiln-cast lead and

bullseye glass are intended to create a
warm ambience in a room at night. By
day, as the light plays on them, a
completely different, more sculptural,
effect is obtained .

Kirstie Rea graduated from
Canberra School of Art in 1986 and
continues to work there. Forest
Reflections is a colourful twodimensional abstract rendition in bright
red and green on a black frosted glass
mounted on a white aluminium wall
panel. It would be eminently suited to
an environmentally caring commercial
building.
The only glass artist in this section not
trained in Canberra was Vicki Torr .
(Sadly, Vicki died last year.) Vicki Torr
trained at the South Australian College
of Advanced Education and then
joined the Jam Factory, later
establishing her own workshop in
Unley . She exhibited widely in
Australia and overseas . Torr worked
on architectural glass as well as

decorative and functional objects . Her
unusual double bowl has a frosted
fused-form nestling inside a glazed
kiln-cast bowl. The striated glass in
black, blue, white and maroon finished
with a jagged edge . This organic
component provides a counterpoint to
the geometry of the form while the
contrast between the two finishes
provides subtle colour variations .
These thirteen glass artists give an
indication of the diversity and quality
of Australian glass studios. There are
many more practitioners of equal
versatility and stature to be found in
shops, galleries and architectural sites
around Australia. Next time your
attention is diverted by a gleam of
glass, investigate! It could well be one
of our respected glass artists, our
national treasures, who have taken a
mineral element and created from it an
object of wonder, an archaeological
treasure of the future.

Dorothy Erickson

